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Ultra-Wide Trans-Neptunian Binaries

✤ Tail of the separation distribution

✤ ~0.5” - 5” mean separation as observed from Earth

✤ Several to several tens of percent of Hill radius

✤ Found exclusively in Cold Classical Kuiper Belt (or can be traced 
there)

✤ Lower limit on extant population: ~1.5% of all Cold Classical Kuiper 
Belt Objects are ultra-wide binaries



Ultra-Wide Trans-Neptunian Binaries

✤ Valuable dynamical tracers

✤ Delicate, sensitive to disruption by collisions or flybys

✤ Mutual orbits constrain:

✤ Migration history of the giant planets

✤ Extent of collisional grinding in the Kuiper Belt

✤ Environment and processes in the primordial disk



“Cold” disk

Thin

Very little random motion
✤ Makes binaries efficiently (many-body processes)

✤ Wide binaries can survive

✤ Only low mutual inclinations

✤ Only retrograde orientations



“Hot” disk

Thick

Lots of random motion
✤ Makes fewer binaries (three-body processes)

✤ Only tightly-bound binaries survive

✤ Random mutual inclinations

✤ Random orientations



Current sample

✤ Parker et al. 2011: 

✤ Up to 10 years of observations for 7 systems with a/RH > 0.07

✤ Accurate and precise mutual orbits, mirror degeneracy broken at 
> 95% confidence

✤ Sheppard et al. (in prep): 

✤ One additional ultra-wide binary with comparable orbit
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Current best-fit

Metropolis Algorithm 
7-parameter orbit fit to 2001 QW322



Example orbit fits



Example orbit fits



Best-Fit Binary Mutual Orbits, 2000-2013
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Separation comparison:
2001 QW322 - football pitch separating two footballs



Current sample

✤ Prefer low mutual inclinations (orbits prefer plane of Solar 
System), unlike tighter binaries

✤ Roughly equal numbers prograde and retrograde

✤ Range of eccentricities: 0.2 - 0.9

✤ Collisional lifetimes limit ~1 km impactor population in KB

✤ Wide separations sensitive to disruption by close encounters 
with Neptune - CCKB was not emplaced by scattering

Solar system plane

TNB planes



Discovery simulations: LSST

✤ Compare predicted seeing for 
LSST to on-sky separation 
distribution for known 
binaries

✤ How many resolved visits 
would we expect per binary?



Discovery simulations: LSST

✤ Compare predicted seeing for 
LSST to on-sky separation 
distribution for known 
binaries

✤ How many resolved visits 
would we expect per binary?

3.3 Image Simulator

Figure 3.3: Histograms of the delivered seeing and airmass distributions for all visits in the simulated survey shown

in Figure 3.1. Also shown in the legend are the 25-, 50-, and 75-percentile values in each filter.

and fraction of exposure on source, the ETC estimates both the signal-to-noise ratio for a single
exposure and the exposure time required to achieve a threshold signal-to-noise ratio.

In Table 3.1 we provide the predicted signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) for some canonical source types.
For each object, we quote S/N based on a single visit, and on the full ten-year survey. The
calculations in the table are based on z = 0 template spectra of galaxies, quasars, and stars, without
evolution (although the absolute magnitudes of galaxies at each redshift are rough estimates of
M∗). The quoted S/N includes sky subtraction and PSF-optimized filtering for galaxies of typical
angular size at the given redshift, but no provision for other systematic errors (thus values of S/N
more than several hundred should be taken with a grain of salt). The sky background was estimated
assuming three-day-old lunar phase and solar minimum sky levels. The seeing was assumed to be
0.7�� in r-band with clear skies. For the high-redshift quasars, no entries are given below the Lyman
limit; the flux is taken to be essentially zero at shorter wavelengths.

The ETC also allows estimates of the saturation limits of the LSST camera. In 0.7�� seeing under
photometric skies, and for a 15 sec exposure, the detectors will saturate with a star of u, g, r, i, z, y =
14.7, 15.7, 15.8, 15.8, 15.3 and 13.9, respectively.

3.3 Image Simulator

John R. Peterson, J. Garrett Jernigan, Justin R. Bankert, A. J. Connolly, Robert R. Gibson, Kirk
Gilmore, Emily A. Grace, M. James Jee, R. Lynne Jones, Steven M. Kahn, K. Simon Krughoff,
Suzanne Lorenz, Alan Meert, James L. Pizagno, Andrew Rasmussen

The project team has developed a detailed Image Simulator (http://lsst.astro.washington.
edu) to evaluate the system sensitivity for particular science analyses, and to test data analysis
pipeline performance on representative mock data sets. The simulated images and catalogs that it
produces extend to r = 28 (deeper than the expected ten year depth of the LSST stacked images).
These have proven useful in designing and testing algorithms for image reduction, evaluating the

57



Discovery simulations: LSST

✤ All binaries from Parker et al. 
2011 would be resolved in at 
least 18% of LSST visits over 
10 years of operation

✤ With planned baseline of ~230 
r-band visits per field, 
minimum number of resolved 
epochs is ~40. 

✤ Compare to Parker et al. 
maximum sampling of 35 
epochs (2001 QW322)

20 Parker et al.

Fig. 14.— Results of observing clones of our sample of ultra-
wide TNBs through simulated LSST seeing, assuming observations
in the r-band taken over the course of the 10-year LSST survey
lifetime. An observation is said to be “resolved” when the full-
width at half-max of the seeing during that observations is smaller
than the projected binary separation.

current data set (2001 QW322, with 35 observed epochs).
As such, not only will LSST detect most of these binary
systems, but it will measure their mutual orbit properties
at least as well as we have managed to do with the sample
presented in this paper.

With such a large catalog of well-characterized binary
orbits, all drawn from the same well-calibrated survey,
unprecedented avenues of investigation will be opened.
Identifying trends of binary properties with heliocentric
orbit may provide further evidence for di!erent origins
and histories of the sub-components of the Kuiper Belt,
and will provide new constraints on the dynamical his-
tory of the outer Solar System (Parker & Kavelaars 2010,
Murray-Clay & Schlichting 2011), trends of binary frac-
tion with component sizes will constrain the extent of
collisional grinding in the early Kuiper Belt (Nesvorný
et al. 2011), and color—albedo trends may be identified
and used to constrain the surface composition of these
objects.

8. SUMMARY

We have presented the first-ever well-characterized
mutual orbits for a sample of seven ultra-wide Trans-
Neptunian Binaries. These orbits range over eccentric-
ities from 0.2 ! 0.9, and have semi-major axis to Hill
Radius (a/RH) fractions ranging from 0.08 ! 0.22. We
find that their properties are distinct from other binary
populations, with the following highlights:

1. The outer orbits of all widely-separated binaries
(a/RH > 0.02) with near-equal mass components
("m < 1.7, or Mp/Ms < 10) are distributed con-
sistently with being drawn from the “stirred” and
“kernel” components of the CFEPS L7 synthetic
model of the Kuiper Belt, and inconsistent with

being drawn from the low-inclination subset of the
“hot” component. This confirms that only the dy-
namically cold components of the Classical Kuiper
Belt are host to wide binaries.

2. Two ultra-wide TNBs have very high mutual ec-
centricities (em " 0.84 and 0.9) consistent with the
predictions of binary formation by exchange reac-
tions (Funato et al. 2004), but the rest are incon-
sistent with the extreme eccentricities predicted by
this mechanism.

3. Ultra-wide TNBs have roughly equal numbers of
prograde and retrograde orbits, and the observed
ratio is inconsistent with the predicted preference
for retrograde orbits if the L2s binary formation
mechanism dominated unless over # 22% of wide
binary systems have switched orientations over
their lifetimes.

4. Ultra-wide TNBs have a statistically significantly
di!erent mutual inclination distribution compared
to tighter binaries in literature, and their inclina-
tions also cannot have been drawn from a uniform
sphere ( P (i) $ sin(i) ) due to a lack of detec-
tions of high-mutual inclination wide binaries. This
paucity of wide binaries at high inclinations and
preference for low inclinations cannot be explained
by the KCTF mechanism alone, and suggests a pri-
mordial preference for low-inclination mutual or-
bits. This suggests formation in a very dynamically
cold disk.

5. The wide separations of these systems indicates
that if binary formation was dominated by the L3
mechanism, the velocity dispersion in the primor-
dial disk must have been less than a few times
the Hill velocity. A low velocity dispersion sup-
ports the observed preference for low mutual incli-
nations. However, the velocity dispersion could not
have been much below the Hill velocity or the L2s
mechanism would have dominated and the ultra-
wide binaries should exhibit a strong preference for
retrograde orbits. Thus, under the assumption that
these are the only two e#cient formation pathways,
it appears that v # vH . Further modeling of these
mechanisms is required to determine whether a bal-
ance can be struck between them where widely-
separated binaries can be formed with aligned poles
and roughly equal numbers of prograde and retro-
grade orientations.

6. Current simulations of the alternative formation
mechanism of gravitational collapse and fragmen-
tation (Nesvorný et al. 2010) create orbital distri-
butions similar to the observed present-day distri-
butions. These simulations tend to over-produce
wide systems, which leaves some room for post-
formation disruption of ultra-wide binaries. How-
ever, it remains unclear if this mechanism can pro-
duce a large number of retrograde systems.

7. Assuming realistic densities, the implied albedos
for the ultra-wide TNBs range over # 0.09 ! 0.30,
consistent with estimates of the albedos of solitary



How many UW-TNBs?

✤ Lin et al. (2010): UW-TNBs at 
least 1.5% of Cold Classical 
Kuiper Belt (95% lower limit)

✤ Assume no binary fraction 
variation with radius

✤ CFEPS estimates ~17,000 
objects in CCKB at magnitude 
limit of LSST

✤ ~250 ultra-wide binaries

20 Parker et al.

Fig. 14.— Results of observing clones of our sample of ultra-
wide TNBs through simulated LSST seeing, assuming observations
in the r-band taken over the course of the 10-year LSST survey
lifetime. An observation is said to be “resolved” when the full-
width at half-max of the seeing during that observations is smaller
than the projected binary separation.
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at least as well as we have managed to do with the sample
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How many UW-TNBs?

✤ Biases to take care of:

✤ Albedo vs. luminosity 
function

✤ Separation

✤ Orientation



What can we do with 250 
binaries?

✤ Extremely detailed mutual orbit distributions

✤ eg., is inclination distribution different for prograde / 
retrograde systems?

✤ Color / orbit trends

✤ Detailed host population information

✤ eg., does the “Kernel” component host wide binaries?



What can we do with 250 
binaries?

✤ Albedo distribution vs. binary 
fraction variations

✤ Collisional evolution with 
certain impactor 
distributions will cause a 
strong trend in binary 
fraction with radius

✤ Can be used to measure total 
extent of collisional grinding



Albedos and Radii
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Albedos and Radii
N

o binary fraction var, broad albedo dist.



Albedos and Radii

Fewer small, high albedo detections

Exponential binary frac decay, broad albedo dist.
N

o binary fraction var, broad albedo dist.



Albedos and Radii

Still few small, high albedo detections

...  but mean scatter is lower.

Exponential binary frac decay, broad albedo dist.
N

o binary fraction var, broad albedo dist.

N
o binary fraction var, narrow

 albedo dist.



Conclusions

✤ Ultra-Wide Trans-Neptunian Binaries are 
valuable tracers of the dynamical history of 
the outer Solar System

✤ Wide-area surveys like LSST will discover 
and characterize the orbits of hundreds of 
UW-TNBs

✤ Careful debiasing will allow 
disentanglement of albedo distribution and 
binary fraction trends, further constraining 
collisional grinding in the Kuiper Belt


